I. Call to Order
-Rosen calls the meeting to order at 7:00 pm

A. Signing of the Attendance Sheet
The attendance sheet is passed around

II. Approval of the Agenda
-Helder moves to approve the agenda. Kajikawa seconds.

B. Approval of the Minutes from October 27, 2015
-Kajikawa moves to approve the minutes. Helder seconds.

III. Public Comments
-Rosen closes public comment at 7:07pm.

IV. Special Presentations
A. UCLA Grand Challenge
-Amy Havetz is a comm major alumni and the digital and campus communications major who graduated in 2014.
-Marie is also a graduate of sociocultural anthropology and an alumni from 2013
-Havetz states they are based off the Office of Research and back when grand challenges was to start, the team saw an opportunity the research on campus. We bring in about a billion dollars of research funding and saw the opportunity to do more with the great minds. What happens with research you have people who are really good at very specific things. There are different stages of the life cycle of the issue like someone who is engineering a solar panel and across campus someone is trying to enact policy to incentivize putting solar panels and traditionally they wont talk to each other. There are 150 people who aren’t talking together. If we brought these great minds and work on one astounding thing we can have a great impact. Out of that was born the two grand challenges: sustainable LA launched in 2013. The goal is to make Los Angeles 100% sustainable in energy and water to enhance ecosystem health. The second challenge is the depression challenge. The goal of the depression grand challenge is to cut the burden of 2015 in half and then we can eliminate the burden it creates at the end of the century.
Half of the people don’t respond to treatment and there’s a whole loss of economic burden from loss of productivity. There’s a lot of potential for us to make a lot of change. Something I think that’s unique or that we love being UCLA, we think that our student body is enlightened the campus is really engaged. There’s student programs that come on there own and some are the bests. We met with active minds which is the biggest chapter. There’s a lot of stuff going on and we want to work with you to organize the amazing student work.

Marie states they are here to discuss the variety of options available and join the hopeful speak team and provides the opportunity to engage and use individual creativity in advocacy skills. It’s working that more upcoming issues are in the process and course offerings related. As far as the hopefuls go, we did host a really great successful informational on October 13 on more information on how to join us and an exclusive way to participate and ask them to share what inspires them. We just started this team with a tiered reward system. We really want to spotlight those who are going above and beyond. Our second big is bruin for hope and Amy has come out and dyed her hair blue. We ask that you show your support for depression grand salon by going blue in any way possible. After going blue, we ask you to dare 2 or more friends via social media. The connection between you and the depression grand challenge is to utilize the color to reframe for blue for hope. When you’re turning blue for hope to give hope to the 150 million sufferers of depression. The main reason is to educate you on the 2 ways is to help us orchestrate one massive social media post some point in December to collaborate with the student groups. We want to propose that opportunity to you because student groups can really benefit and ask for your help to gage what student groups will be incentivized. What would be a reasonable and meaningful program with your help.

-Havetz poses, “If we’re asking input for student groups to compete and hashtag for your group and somehow we’ll track who has the most so what dollar amount would incentivize a student group”
-Marie states what dollar amount
-Hourdequin asks if the funding will go directly to student orgs for their own programming or for promoting the great grand challenge
-Havetz asks if its $100 would that be enough?
-Hourdequin states the average allocation of programming events would be Wong’s expertise
-Wong states it depends on the size for the more supplementary or auxiliary an average allocation would be from $150-350 with $350 being for programs that have more than 200 attendees. For the main funding sources such as those EVP, ARC, and SWC an average allocation could be anywhere upward of $500. It really depends on the amount of people it’s affecting and a couple hundred
-Havetz proposes to student groups to compete in this competition
-Rosen asks for the total amount of funding because obviously the more the merrier. Are you doing one prize or two or three
-Havetz states we want top 3. Would it be helpful and ask what’s your budget
-Geller asks have they thought about how they would get the meeting to student groups
-Havetz states her boss seems to know how it works and it sounds like it might be more difficult than anticipated
-Geller states she will give you her card and find ways to help you out
Hourdequin states my position is executively to connect to student groups to connect them to resources and competitions and fun stuff like this please email me.

Khan asks how would student groups go about this

Marie states the competition we’re proposing would solely be based on Instagram and share their photo turning blue #blueforhope and their student name to keep an inventory

Cocroft asks what is the duration of the grand challenge

Marie states the grand challenge is going to the end of the century. Both of them are taking on really massive challenges that can’t be solved in our lifetime but we’re creating plans for sustainable LA. We want to eliminate half the burden and the goal is to eliminate depression by the end of the century.

Rosen redirects her to Chen

V. Appointments
A. Undergraduate Council – Meredith Duncan

-Duncan she is a fourth year Psychology Major and Global Studies minor and was on it second year and was an executive director for academic appointments. She’s the president of Kappa Delta and involved in Hillel and work on B-level and hold an internship at a trial consulting firm in Beverly Hills and on AAC she is on Academic Wellness committee.

-Duncan states education is something that connects us all at UCLA and around the world whether its education inequalities or education achievements. Through UGC I’ve seen annual improvements for what the council has made.

-Kajikawa what is one thing last year you saw was an issue and how would you address that for UGC

-Duncan states we worked a lot last year on the diversity requirement with Bach and it was tough to see some faculty members opposed to that but it was uplifting to see faculty members who were trying so hard. This year its important to follow up and make sure the courses that are getting approved are the best and make sure the policy put in place will further education and we should keep going to make it better.

-Chen states because there’s only four student representatives how do you look to maintain fair representation to all communities

-Duncan stated last year as executive director I had meetings where students can learn more about academic appointments. That’s upsetting because we are a method for their voices to be heard. I’m excited for the townhall so that students can go to the website and see who they can talk to voice their opinions. After the meeting last year I’ve gotten a few Facebook messages to say “I have this problem who do I talk to?” and together Kajikawa and I could direct them to the best committee ember.

-Duncan stated one of her favorite things about UGC is that administration and faculty members really care about what you have to say and there was one word that was bothering me and if you change the meaning it can impact the whole thing and they were saying “Yeah it’s a good idea!” and its really telling on how the faculty wants to get us involved and really excited for the year ahead.

-Rosen states it’s a council approval item not a council consent item.

-Cocroft moves to approve Meredith Duncan to Undergraduate Council. Chen seconds.
- Hourdequin states she’s really qualified and has established relationships with administrators and has been in AAC literally her entire time. She has a solid understanding of the impact this position has.
- Siegel stated it was telling that she was frustrated that they weren’t aware of the undergraduate council and what she’s passionate about I’d be happy to approve her.
- Cocroft states she seems passionate, knowledgeable, and very experienced and would be a great asset.
- Rosen calls to question
10-0-1 Meredith Duncan has been approved.

B. Campus Retention Committee – Angel Garfio
- Patil CRC resides within CPO and CRC specifically focuses on efforts of retention and allot money to various projects and figure out ways to improve these projects. FSC and CRC help each other collaborate and basically this appointment is the medium we have to maintain constant communication with one another.
- Hourdequin states Angel Garfio received a 2-0-1 vote
- Helder moves to approve. Hourdequin seconds.
- Kajikawa asks why was their hesitation.
- Hourdequin states CRC is a consent item and doesn’t have an in person interview and we’re making our decision based on resume and the description of the position and basically there to ensure we are competent to fulfill this position and think he has the skill necessary.
- Kajikawa states if there’s hesitation please let them know
- Dameron asks was it just the resume or was there an application
- Patil states just a resume
- Rosen states they’re confidential appointments so if anyone wants to say anything
- Helder states someone just didn’t and whoever didn’t agree didn’t think the resume matched up and you can go over the resume and address any weaknesses post facto.
- Patil states I just want to say I have full faith to fulfill the duties in his commitments to CPO and his resume speaks for itself.
- Kajikawa states there are just some comments and want to ensure we’re holding our appointments accountable and that’s specifically addressed so
- Hourdequin states ARC has the option to have an interview and any member of ARC is allowed. The notes are based off of their interview looking over his application he does have the experiences working in different projects and has a solid understanding of the way the committee works and is competent.
- Chen states the best way of moving forward especially if there’s already a trust in the process of ARC the best action is to have a method of communication, evaluation, and constant contact with the appointment. My appointment I have constant contact and the best way is to keep tabs with your appointment.
- Helder calls to question. Chen seconds.
11-0-0 Angel Garfio has been approved for Campus Retention Committee.

C. Campus Retention Committee – Jazz Kiang
- Kiang states the academic affairs has a betted interest in what the projects are doing in regards to the campus retention committee. The purpose of AAC is to oversee projects
for retention and outreach and the SIOC appointment. That’s kind of the important of having a very strong connection with the campus retention committee.
-Hourdequin states he received a 3-0-0 vote. It was the same process. His application which was attached to the agenda was there and that’s what we based our decision off of and that there was no request for an interview.
-Helder moves to approve Jazz Kiang for the Campus Retention Committee. Chen seconds.
-Hourdequin states he’s competent and can fulfill the duties of this position
-Rosen states this is a consent item. Are there any objections? Seeing none, Jazz Kiang is approved for the Campus Retention Committee.

C. Student Initiated Outreach Committee: Evelyn Tran
-Kajikawa stated it was established to SP1 and SP2 which threw out affirmative action. Its an effort to recruit diverse students and its student initiated to oversee specific projects within the committee programs office. Its really important AAC knows what’s going on and SIOC is cognizant of what AAC is doing for students here, past, present, and future.
-Hourdequin states Tran she received a 3-0-0 vote and the process was the same based off application and resume.
-She is approved by consent.

VI. Office and Member Reports
A. President – Rosen
- Rosen states that we had a meeting with the government relations of UCOP to strategies on the state level for advocations here in the state of California. I was part of the interview of Washington Journal with Danny Siegel to talk about increase in international and out of state applicants. It was important to stress the importance of learning outside of the classroom.
-Had a meeting with Cofed that is an outside student organization to develop student co-ops and funded by TGIF thanks to Zimmerman. They had a conference this summer about how they can do conferences. The
-I had a meeting with Jasmine Jarafi the student health advisory committee as a two year appointment and see the amazing things that SHAC is doing, she is such a dynamo. I had a meeting at the beginning of last week to talk about enrollment with vice chancellors. With the may revise of $25 million and accept 5,000 new students across the UC and we are already a full sponge and its around 400-600 and expect that Fall 2016. Figuring out what this is going to mean for classes, housing, and TA’s. We started talking about way to get ore graduate funding for more TA’s.
-I had a meeting with Janina Monteroto incorporate student voice in their voice. I wasn’t here last Tuesday was that I was at an emerge California vote and the amazing keynote speaker was State Senator Hannah Jacob Jackson and is very interested in the UC to get another ally and Wendy Gruel was also there. Last Friday I had a meeting with Helder and Hourdequin with Napolitano and were able to talk to her and talked about various issues from federal advocacy to encourage presidential candidates about a hot topic issue and talked about working with them and lobbying and working with them for getting more funding whether it means getting more money or including them in the 5000 that’s
been mandated by getting more TA’s. We talked a lot about mental health resources and talked about UCLA since a lot of student organizations have fostered this amazing environment to seek help. Here at UCLA we saw a big issue of private housing rents increasing dramatically and talk about it. One thing we will be doing is that her advisor Nelson Peacock will do a workshop setting with members of her organization to do healthcare and lobbying and do more workshops. I also had a meeting with Taylor from CSC about next week. One thing I did want to bring up is that USAC is tabling on bruin walk from 10-4. Let Me know if your office would want to be present. I’ve reached out to Chen and Patil. On Thursday is the diversity townhall and I have reserved two tables for USAC. Its an opportunity for your office to be there and please let me know if you want a table and 2 of those are for USAC.
-Chen says let him know if you need any resources with mental health resources and peer counseling network.

B. Internal Vice President – Hourdequin
-Hourdequin states today is t-shirt Tuesday and have one last week to get with the designs and they are so cool. I met with Carey Oak to talk about the designs. November 9th is the deadline and the winner will receive a $1000 ASUCLA gift card and have their shirt sold in UCLA store and online. A percentage of our proceeds will go to the interaction fund
-Cocroft asks how they select the winner
-The special projects committee from IVP sits with service committee with ASUCLA and we weed out any of them we cannot print because of imaging or licensing trademark issues and they will be out on Kerckhoff patio all displayed and you put stickers on the one you like. The board picks the one with the most stickers and those images are posted online and people are able to vote for the one they want and then that one is selected.
-Hourdequin states they have a meeting with the UCLA fund for the senior class giving project. Justin Jackson who is the IVP of OCHC wants to have a leadership summit on January 19. If you have any input and make it more accessible to students who live on the hill and if you have input let me know.

C. External Vice President – Helder
-Helder states Bruin Defenders launched today. There’s a lot of work that have gone into making that happen and we’re very excited. My Bruin Defender stuff wrote an op-ed that outlined on what you need to know and its all on the EVP website. We’re very excited and have $50,000 ready to go and decent fundraising efforts to make sure the funds stays accessible to everyone so its not so fiscally impacted. The UCSA did a review of the sexual assault policy and Chrissy Keenan worked out some feedback on the new sexual assault policy and sent that into UCOP. I met with Janet Napolitano with Rosen and Hourdequin and talked about a huge range of joint advocacy activities but a big component was mental health. Given the statewide campaign and its something at the state that will be the principle avenue and looking at federal bills that have addressed the mental health issue. I’ve been following up with Nelson Peacock and is one of President Napolitano’s top aids and it’s a helpful resource when it comes to our mutual objectives and will be very helpful. The office is gearing up for a big DC trip this week and Rosen and Helder and another member are going up the rest of the week to work on all these
different things and gearing up for the mental health business and work on replacing the Perkins loan. I have meetings scheduled with Sebastian Thomas and Richard Bloom because Ben Allen is in Australia for 3 months so I’m meeting with his staff. The office is also preparing for the Student of Color Conference in Berkeley and expect a very productive weekend.

-Chen states regarding mental resources and UCOP and UCSA I would love to be included

D. Academic Affairs Commissioner – Trent Kajikawa

-Kajikawa states he met with Jerry Kang and how students can get involved with bruins think tank and its research based for students to get involved with cutting edge ideas for diversity, equity, and inclusion. What Meredith alluded to is that Wednesday week 8 in Ackerman 3517 from 5-6pm we will have a majority of academic appointments there for the academic appointments townhall. In regards to whole sexual assault policy I had some recommendations for the academic senate so its really eye opening about the different students that affects us all of us. We are currently planning a diversity requirement one year anniversary January 21st and January 22nd. I want to be cognizant that it wasn’t just the Academic Senate and had the opportunity last Friday to meet with the MO’s and had the opportunity to present it to them in CPO. It’s a symposium and in addition I met with president of PISA Veronica Zamani and the cultural appropriation event and talked about what exactly is cultural appropriation and how can we as student leaders increase awareness of that nature. I’ve had the opportunity to talk with Angelique of SP to talk about Filipino minor and the disaggregation of data. I had an Academic Senate Executive Meeting with WASC, UC Committee on Affirmation Action, Diversity and Equity. We talked about WASC which is the Western Association of Schools and Colleges. Essentially it’s the crediting body to make sure that UCLA is doing its job of educating students. The deadline is 2020 for the accreditation visit. It will essentially start with us. We talked about a renovation to the UC Committee and diversity and equity. I had the opportunity to go to sunset Beach for the AAC retreat and got to get away from LA. One thing that hammered home is that there are a ton of resources on campus whether its USAC office providing. There’s over 29,000 to figure out ways to compile resources available and have a textbook of literally what is available to students and what are the hours. If you have input please feel free to meet with me. I met with AVID Alumni association. Essentially is a program in a lot of high schools to address and persuade high school students to pursue higher education and wanted to create this club that will have over 1000 students of AVID alumni to build a committee. I want to reiterate that we had a very successful stress-free day and had over 2000 reservations on Facebook and we quadrupled that. It was great because AllofUs was there and talk about different resources. We’re working with college academic counseling in the UCLA registrar to look at class planner and focus group to focus on CAC/myucla.Enrollmet survey. My academic service group is planning on working with bruin online for wireless internet addressing lack of study spaces. We are also looking at a south campus survey and looking forward to the student of color conference.

-Hourdequin asks how is WASC going to engage students

-Kajikawa states there is a 3 page report and I’ll send it to you. As well as an interest in coming and representing and to create focus groups dialogues for constituents for the
initial briefing and coming out with what they want to do and worked directly with members of USAC and undergraduate council.

D. Student Wellness Commissioner – Chen
-Chen states he talked with the leaders of Grand Challenge and the plan of four key points and essentially the last note was student involvement and that’s a lot of what they do and they really want to partner with us and thinking about the blue for hope campaign and have collaboration where they have it for AllOfUs conference with a wide audience physically and social media. She’s also met with different people in SWC. I’m really excited for the potential of that.

E. Community Service Commissioner – Zach Dameron
-Dameron stated that Alternative Spring Break applications are close. She states Day of Service had over 300 people to sign up but we have sites for 400-500 so people have signed up all day and extended through tonight and possibly through tomorrow. Our next big thing that Everybody eats campaign is all week starting on Tuesday and have our food fair form 10-4 as an educational opportunity at bruin plaza. Wednesday there’s no school but we have a volunteer event for FarmLA to utilize abandoned spaces. Thursday is our sustainable food panels with experts and professionals. and processions on the hill to talk about sustainable foods. On Friday with SWC our workshop called “don’t sweat the supermarket” to talk about organic and what’s all natural and a college student budget. Please stop by.

F. Administrative Representatives
-Zimmerman states she’s hiring for webmaster and technician. If anyone is interested in on campus job for computer work or webmaster work please let them know there’s postings for ASUCLA and having a handful of applications to get those students trained and ready to go as other students are graduating and leaving.

VII. Fund Allocations
A. Contingency Programming
-Wong states $22,792.03 required. $14,176.38 requested. $5,870 recommended. If approved $50,984 left in budget.
-Helder moves to approve the $5,870 allocation. Hourdequin seconds.
10-0-1 the contingency allocation has been approved

B. SWC Programming Fund
-Chen approved $100 for Chinese Association Basketball Tournament. We approved $495 for Sikh Student Association event.

C. Fall BOD
-Ricardo states there was 28 applications. Our total for the year was $220,654.02 so we decided to allocated 20% for fall, 30% for winter and 50% for spring. I am requesting to allocate $58,986 for Fall BOD.
-Geller asked how he decided to request
- Ricardo stated there is a score sheet and then depending on that percentage the total amount requested and then calculated it.
- Geller asks if there is a maximum you can consider whereas the small requests may only need a small amount and the large event may actually not need what they ask for
- Ricardo states some of the large events were cut and a lot of smaller events were able to get some of their funding but it was really dependent on the funding.
- Amin moves to approve Fall BOD. Helder seconds.
- Rosen asks why they divided the percentages amount quarters the way they did.
- Ricardo states because typically large scale events happen in spring such as cultural events
- Rosen asks Did every group that apply get some sort of funding?
- Ricardo states yes.
- Ricardo states last year they allocated $58,944 so it was roughly around the same amount for 21 groups and this year we had 28 applications.
- Ricardo states they have the Student Interactive Fund which is $120,300 and the remaining comes from the Student Programming Fund for a difference of $294,000.
- Dameron asks if the percentage breakdown of 20%, 30%, 50% something set in the beginning of the year?
- Ricardo states yes it was set in the beginning of the year but its been like that historically.
- Rosen asks about the criteria for accepting
- Ricardo states we took into account documentation, how many people are going to be in the event, is it on a large scale
- Kajikawa asks what is the review process and follow up after they receive the funds
- Ricardo states there are evaluation forms and for BOD once allocations are out they are sending out evaluation forms and streamline in regards to SOOF. If they applied before they have to upload the SOOF evaluation form.
- Rosen thanks Ricardo for all his work, and for clarification the numbers are way down. Its usually a fourth of what was requested was allocated. The issue of student group funding there simply isn’t enough. The UCLA BOD is small and you should all look at this and be concerned because it’s a huge huge issue.
- Khan states she was on budget review committee with Ricardo and Wong and want to emphasize how important it is to be on that committee. Its also really important for us to be there and here a lot about student orgs on a daily basis and how much programming they’re putting into it.

8-0-3 BOD allocations are approved.

B. SOOF
- Ricardo states they have $35,773 for the year to disperse between SOOF 1 and SOOF 2. Most people apply to SOOF 1 more than SOOF 2. SOOF is capped at $3,000. Each student group deserves their $3000 money. We have this mentality when each group is entitled and start deducting depending on percentage of score sheet and hearing. The average allocation is $132.19 with a standard deviation of $22,81.
- Dameron moves to approve $18,505.95 for Fall SOOF. Helder seconds.
- Rosen thanks him
Geller asks the kinds of things to do with the funds and the timeline of those who didn’t apply would be able to apply again.

Ricardo states SOOF 2 is due January 15 and student organizations still have time and make an argument for operational costs and almost get it funded but the only thing we don’t fund are electronics because of security. We can’t do decorations or plaques or awards but can fund t-shirts or clerical supplies for the daily routine of the organizational.

Rosen states I know that IVP does a push for SOOF and we should help publicize that. If you applied to it please abstain it. We will go ahead to a vote

11-0-0 vote SOOF is approved.

VIII. Old Business

IX. New Business

A. Council Meeting During SC Bonfire – Mossler

Mossler states the USC bonfire happens every year and it’s a massive tradition but it starts at 7 and its going to be Tuesday before thanksgiving. As student leaders we should be there to attend and support students for a wonderful event. I would like to make adjustments and we can make it an agenda.

Helder states thinks its perfectly appropriate to not have a meeting because the productivity is low for that week since everyone’s going home.

Rosen states we have to vote on contingency and fund allocations and we can have the possibility of a shortened meeting where we can strike our office and member reports.

Mossler states the bonfire starts at 7pm

Khan asks if we can have a shortened meeting at 6pm

Kajikawa states he has work at 6 so he suggests a 9pm meeting

Rosen states our administrators have to stay here so lets not

Cocroft asks about the times for this room

Zimmerman states you have this meeting room at 6pm

Mossler asks if people would be available for a Monday meeting.

Khan says no

Cocroft states Roberts Rules doesn’t permit straw votes so can we amend the agenda to list the council meeting during SC bonfire as an action item.

11-0-0 the agenda is amended.

Helder moves to reschedule the meeting at 6pm for shortened meeting with vital and necessary action items. Cocroft seconds.

Kajikawa states can we finish in an appropriate matter

Khan states 6 seems like our best option.

Rosen states we don’t know what public comment it wouldn’t be guaranteed

Mossler states public comment is limited to 30 minutes

Cocroft states we should amend the motion on what it would entail for a shortened meeting

Helder states make their announcements by email or prior affect and necessary action items

Kajikawa states Monday morning

Helder states if something pressing occurs it will be more important than the bonfire that its worked out appropriately
-Mossler states because we have an extra meeting would you want me to send out a doodle on Monday and Tuesday to see if there’s a consensus and that is an option.
-Rosen states if we’re going to reschedule it should be as soon as possible
-Cocroft states as long as we can reach quorum and have 10 people on 6pm on Tuesday 10-1-0 we will be moving meeting to 6pm on Tuesday.
-Zimmerman states if you want to email me a blurb for the change and why the change

X. Announcements
-Chen states Active Minds is holding a prison education discussion in 9pm on Royce 394 and its partnering with CEC to screen Inside Out and follow a discussion. Body Image Task force is hosting an event this Friday in Kerckhoff Patio from 11-1 called More than a Reflection to come out and essentially reflect and write some positive self affirmations. Bruin consent coalition announces that Reslife is hosting LaciGreen on the Hill. This Saturday there’s a walk that BCC will be partnering with Drake Stadium with sexual assault and violence and its called walking in silence for the silence in Drake stadium at 10 AM. Its encouraged to wear purple for solidarity for domestic violence awareness month.
-Siegel states Thursday the diversity townhall hosted by the vice chancellor and graduate association and we’re really excited about that and invite you all if you want to participate in that and I hope to see a lot of you there. Please RSVP and send it out to your staffs and looking to get 300-500 people.
-Mossler states we’re having a speaking event with Aluna minus George and we’re going to be partnering with Active Minds to screen Inside Out. On the 11th we will be having a concert with Cherub and an opener called Louis the Child. The day after that we’re going to be having an event in bruin plaza and having two more events that week and will obviously be inviting you all on Facebook.
-Cocroft would like to propose a bylaw change that will deal with the scope of purpose of resolutions and duration and suspend the bylaws if we need to and I will be distributing language and an attendance sheet. Please email me at uclafsc@gmail.com and it will be going to CRC.
-Kajikawa states Clippers are 4-0 and are playing the Warriors tomorrow
-Helder states UCLA Government relations for top career in politics at the Grammy museum and its relevant to everyone here because you’re elected officials and clearly some interests in politics and if you're interested in a career in politics UCLA alumni occupies all sorts of scopes.
-Rosen states she is moderating that event
-Amin states our office is doing a photo/video campaign and this campaign is called “I’m not at ucla because” to target microaggressins to talk about perceptions on folks and socioeconomic status and undocumented and question the credibility and intelligence. If you want to be a part of it email me.
-Khan states we’re doing a chai talks and the Sikh Student Association and we’re doing a campus engagement mixer and we’re going to do a mixer and have keynote speakers and the importance of community building and be there for their communities. On week 8 my special projects component is working with the Dashew center to work on a forum for the international students. When we went to breakfast with chancellor he said nothing about the international students and theirs struggles. Week 9 we are having a night market and
its going to be Monday before thanksgiving and we are inviting all the clubs and working with bruin consent coalition and also going to have different communities of color. This is also a fundraising opportunity for these clubs and they all get funding for it. Also week 9 we are having another mental illness event and its going to be more specific

-Chen is really glad that they have been addressing mental health and I’m sure active minds is going to be partnering with you

-Khan states that the food is finalized next week and some orgs are asking for a grill for on site. For example SP does lumpia and South Asian does samosas

-Geller wants to suggest that they have splitting the allocations for student groups and USAC offices so you don’t lose your voice for other organizations.

-Mata states we have the opportunity to access the rights of Dear White People in case anyone here is interested in co-programming and the dean has a relation with the producer. It would be great to show in light of what has happened

-Rosen states we are doing a food campaign on what it means to you like socializing, culture, and a range on what food means to everyone and salient identities and what surrounds food.

XI. Signing of the Attendance Sheet

*The attendance sheet has been passed around.*

XII. Adjournment

-Helder moves to adjourn the meeting. Hourdequin seconds.

11-0-0 the meeting is adjourned at 8:59pm.

XII. Good and Welfare